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    Phone (714) 426-0590   Fax (714) 426-0591 GEN 3 REAR WING

     INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE: Fit all parts before painting ( See Special Instructions For Paint Prep. ) Parts that have been 

installed, preped, or painted are not returnable.

NOTE:
Check fit all body parts PRIOR to paint. Follow urethane prep instructions before painting. Take

your time and pre-fit all pieces so that they will have a tight fit to the body.
VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

PARTS LIST
1 Rear Wing Set (3 PC) 1     Instruction Sheet 13 FT   1/2" Wide Double Sided Tape

2 PKG   Adhesion Promoter 1  Urethane Prep Sheet 1          Street Scene Decal

TOOL LIST
NO TOOLS REQUIRED

1.   Pre-fit wing prior to painting.

2.   After the rear wing is prepped and painted apply the adhesion promoter and then the double sided
      tape to the indentation on the inside of the wing. This surface has to be CLEAN and DRY for the 
      tape to properly adhere.

3.   The surface of the vehicle should also be prepped and cleaned for proper adhesion. Set the rear wing
      on the vehicle to find it's position. Lay a piece of masking tape on the deck lid to mark it's location. Apply
      adhesion promoter to the tape mounting area.

4.   After applying the tape pull back approximately one inch of protective covering from the tape on each
      end. Make sure the film is sticking out.

5.   Place the rear wing gently on the vehicle and make sure you have it positioned correctly using the 
      tape line as a guide. You will not get a second chance to reposition. 

6.   While holding it in position, pull the tabs you created while applying light downward pressure.

7.   Continue this taking care NOT to tear off the tabs by pulling to hard. After all the film is removed, Apply
      firm pressure all around to insure the tape has bonded properly.
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